
Using the Full Page Deity Listing Display  

 


The Full page listing consists of three sections, on the left hand side is a scrollable listing 
of all the deities in the database. Scrolling in the first column is independent of the rest of 
the page.The list gives the Deity names in both Pinyin and Mandarin, along with the 
reference number(refno) for that Deity. The refno provides a quick way to identify any 
particular deity in the database. The second column gives the biographical details on the 
Deity and the third columns gives the Pinyin, Mandarin, Wade Giles names of the Deity 
whose biography is shown in the centre column. The Deity’s Titles and database images 
are also included in this column. Scroll the whole page to see all the information for longer 
entries.


In order to get the details of the Deity of interest shown in the second & third columns 
requires calling up the appropriate database record using the controls above the three 
columns.


When you first enter the page, the records associated with the first Deity in the list are 
shown. You can get the records you require by using the search options, or if you just 
want to browse the database, you can use the arrows and buttons to simply move 
through the database.


The Buttons indicated do the following :-


1) Goes to the first record in the database

2) Moves back to the previous five records

3) The 5 buttons allow you to select for the current sub-set of 5 records

4) Moves forward to the next set of 5 records

5) Goes to the last record in the database




You can search the database on any of the fields using the Search Bar located below the 
buttons. I will start with a simple search for a single Deity. 


Clicking in the field box, b rings up the list of Fields


Select the Field you want to use to use, in this case either the Name in Pinyin, Wade Giles 
or Mandarin. However, it may be quicker to use the scrolling list in column one to identify 
the Deity of interest and note their “refno” and use this to search. 


Next select the search type, as you will be using text fields, this will probably always be 
“Contains”. Enter the “characters” of the name or part of the name in the “Value” Field 
and press the “Filter Button”




It is important to understand that Contains does not mean “Starts With”, so every record 
whose chosen Field has the chosen “text” will be found. You can see if there are more 
than one “find” as there will be up to 5 Buttons displayed in the row above the Search 
boxes. You can move through the records as already described at the beginning of this 
guide. This is another advantage of using “refno”, each Deity has a unique reference 
number.


However, the system allows much more complex searches, using multiple criteria. In 
order to complete complex searches use the same methodology as explained for simple 
searches, but press the “Plus” Button to the right of the Filter Button.




Pressing the “+” Button creates another Filter, which you use as previously described, 
coklplete all the Fields and press the “Filter” Button. The search is an “and” type, so it will 
only select the Deity Records that meet ALL the requirements. You can add further search 
bars as required. Multiple searches are particularly useful when searching the Biographic 
data.


Clearly, not all fields are suitable in practice for searching, image fields in particular. Trying 
to use these fields will not cause issues, but is most likely to result in finding “No 
Matching Records”.


Appendix 

Database Search Fields 
Pinyin   

Mandarin   

WadeGiles    

Titles              

RefNo               

Originators 

LastOriginated      

DateOriginated  

LastUpdater 

MainImageYN        

MainImage       

MainImageText     


Maintext   

GalleryCount 

GalleryImage1  

GalleryImage2  

GalleryImage3  

GalleryImage4  

GalleryImage5  

GalleryImage6  

Gallerytext1  

Gallerytext2  

Gallerytext3  

Gallerytext4  

Gallerytext5  


Gallerytext6  


